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a b s t r a c t

The rule of the geometric mean in rates and kinetic isotope effects has long been used as a criterion
for identifying the reaction mechanism, e.g., stepwise vs. concerted, for double proton transfer reac-
tions. Potential energy surfaces of double proton transfers for excited state tautomerization in a 1:1
7-azaindole:H2O complex were generated at the MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level. Variational
transition state theory, including multidimensional tunneling approximation, was used to calculate rates
eywords:
xcited state double proton transfer
-Azaindole–water complex
ule of geometric mean
oncerted albeit asynchronous mechanism
inetic isotope effects

and kinetic isotope effects. No intermediates were present along the reaction coordinate. Two protons
in the excited state tautomerization were transferred concertedly, albeit asynchronously. Positions of
the variational transition states depend very much on the isotopic substitution. The asynchronicity of
two protons in flight breaks the underlying assumption of the rule of the geometric mean so that the
relation, kHH/kHD ≈ kHD/kDD, is no longer valid in the excited state double proton transfer. Breakdown of
the geometric mean rule does not necessarily entail that the reaction mechanism is stepwise; therefore

ery c
ariational effect this rule should be used v

. Introduction

Proton transfer is one of the simplest and the most fundamental
eactions in chemistry, and such as has been studied extensively
1,2]. The majority of studies have been done on single proton
ransfer, and multi-proton transfers have not been studied as
xtensively. The dynamics of multi-proton transfer is more com-
licated than that of a single proton transfer, and the detailed
nderlying mechanisms are not yet fully understood. One of the
undamental questions when studying double proton transfer reac-
ions is their mechanism: concerted vs. stepwise. Examples of

ulti-proton transfer include proton relay systems in enzymes,
roton transfer in hydrogen-bonded water complexes, and pro-
otropic tautomerisms in nucleic-acid base pairs. Limbach et al.
3,4] studied double proton transfer in prototropic tautomerisms
cross many hydrogen-bonded systems and porphyrins using the
ynamic NMR technique. They reported rates and kinetic isotope

ffects for both concerted [5] and stepwise [6,7] double proton
ransfer reactions. Tautomerization through bridging hydrogen
onds in a 7-azaindole (7AI) system is an interesting model for
iological systems that has been extensively studied experimen-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 31 201 2456; fax: +82 31 203 5773.
E-mail address: yhkim@khu.ac.kr (Y. Kim).

010-6030/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.06.015
arefully as a criterion for identification of the mechanism.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

tally and theoretically [8–15]. Although tautomerization in the 7AI
complex is one of the most extensively studied reactions, the mech-
anism of the excited state double proton transfer (ESDPT) has not
been fully resolved [9,15–17]. The 7AI molecule has an N–H bond
and a heteroaromatic N atom as hydrogen bond donor and accep-
tor sites, respectively, and the normal form becomes unstable with
respect to the tautomer form in the S1 state [18,19].

The excited state tautomerization in 7AI has been observed in
the condensed phase in alcohol or water solutions [10,20,21]. The
tautomerization of 7AI in alcohols has been discussed in terms of a
two-step process [22–24]. The first step involves solvent reorgani-
zation to form a cyclically hydrogen-bonded 7AI–alcohol complex,
while the second step is an intrinsic double proton transfer.
If the solvent motion was rate limiting, no significant kinetic iso-
tope effect (KIE) would be expected. However, KIEs for excited state
tautomerization have been observed in 7AI complexes with vari-
ous alcohols [10,22,24], and Moog and Maroncelli [24] suggested
that both solvent reorganization and the intrinsic proton trans-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.06.015
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
mailto:yhkim@khu.ac.kr
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cheme 1. Concerted synchronous (CS) and asynchronous (CA) double proton
ransfer processes.

er step determined the reaction rate. Chen et al. [10] suggested
hat two protons were transferred concertedly in the intrinsic dou-
le proton transfer step based on the observed rates and KIEs
atisfying the rule of geometric mean (RGM). Chou et al. [25]
easured rates and KIEs for ESDPT of a 1:1 3-cyano-7AI:water

omplex to clarify the mechanism of 7AI in water. These authors
nd others [20,23,25,26] suggested that a fast, excited state equi-
ibrium between the 1:1 cyclic hydrogen-bonded complex and
andomly hydrated complexes was established and followed by
SDPT that may be governed by a tunneling mechanism. How-
ver, the mechanism of ESDPT in water remains unclear. Chen
t al. [10] observed the breakdown of the RGM in water and
uggested the stepwise ESDPT mechanism. The observed HH/DD
IEs in water were in the range of 3.4–3.9 at room temperature

10,20,25], and these small KIE values might also be supportive
or a stepwise mechanism. Evidence of concerted vs. stepwise
athways for double proton transfer reactions with meta-stable

ntermediate is often manifested through the proton inventory
nd the RGM, where kHD = (kHHkDD)1/2, i.e. kHH/kHD ≈ kHD/kDD for
IEs [5,10,27–31]. However the most well known breakdown of

he RGM for a concerted multi-proton transfer is due to tunnel-
ng [5,30–33], and many theoretical studies suggested a concerted

echanism for ESDPT in 1:1 7AI:H2O complexes. In early theoret-
cal calculations, Chaban and co-workers [18,19] investigated the
round and excited state tautomerization process in 7AI with and
ithout mediating solvent using ab initio calculations and showed

hat the ESDPT in the 7AI:H2O complex occurred via a concerted
rocess. Very recently, Kina et al. [34] utilized ab initio molecu-

ar dynamics (AIMD) simulations for the 7AI:H2O complex which
howed that ESDPT occurs concertedly, albeit asynchronously, both
n the gas phase and in solution.

The breakdown of the RGM has long been used as an evidence
f stepwise mechanism for double proton transfer reactions with
eta-stable intermediate. The underlying assumptions of the RGM

re that (1) the changes in force constants of isotopically sensi-
ive bonds at the transition state that are broken or formed during
he concerted reaction are approximately the same, and (2) the
econdary KIE is negligible. In general, the first assumption is appli-
able when the two reactive sites are chemically equivalent, and
ond breaking and formation occur synchronously. The second
ssumption is only applicable if the two reactive sites are chem-
cally independent. In some cases, however, the RGM breaks down
ue to violation of the basic assumption that the force constant

hanges at the transition state are not the same among the isotopi-
ally sensitive bonds. One can consider several different types of
oncerted multi-proton transfer processes as shown in Scheme 1.
n a concerted synchronous (CS) double proton transfer, the break-
ng of A–H and A′–H′ bonds occurs in unison, along with the bond
hotobiology A: Chemistry 214 (2010) 100–107 101

forming of B–H and B′–H′. In this process, the sum of the A–H and
H–B bond order is not necessarily conserved. If the A and A′ and B
and B′ atoms are the same, the transition state of the CS process will
have C2 or approximately C2 symmetry, at least locally. In a con-
certed asynchronous (CA) process, the breaking of A–H and A′–H′

bonds and the formation of B–H and B′–H′ bonds do not occur in
unison. At the transition state of the CA1 process, bond breaking of
A–H is nearly complete while the bond breaking of A′–H′ has hardly
begun. However, B′–H′ bond formation is also nearly complete, but
the B–H bond is not yet formed. The transition state of this process
would have an ion-pair character. The CA2 process is the same as
the CA1 process with the exception of the bond breaking and bond
making order. When the A, A′, B, and B′ atoms are all the same, the
transition state will show approximately C2v symmetry.

In general, when the reaction moves from reactants to the transi-
tion state, the change in force constants of A· · ·H· · ·B and A′· · ·H′· · ·B′

are approximately the same for the CS process, but not for the CA
processes. As a result, it is clear that the RGM will generally work
for the CS process, but not when the process is asynchronous. In
an extreme case where the change in force constants of A–H and
A′–H′ are very different (when two reactive sites are not chemically
equivalent), the RGM may not necessarily hold, even for the CS pro-
cess. In contrast, if the net changes in force constants for A· · ·H–B
and A′–H′· · ·B′ are approximately the same as in the CA1 process (as
shown in the TS of the formamidine dimer in a polar solution) [35],
the RGM will be valid even when the bond breaking and bond mak-
ing processes are not synchronized. Therefore, the RGM will work
in a special concerted process where the changes in force constants
for the two reactive sites are approximately the same, regardless
of their synchronicity. Asynchronous multi-proton transfers have
been reported previously [34–40]. The breakdown of the RGM has
recently been reported in concerted and asynchronous double pro-
ton transfer reactions [38]. If the changes in the force constants
are not the same and the multi-proton transfer is asynchronous,
the RGM will not necessarily hold even for the concerted process.
Therefore, the breakdown of the RGM may not be sufficient evi-
dence for a stepwise mechanism.

The stepwise ESDPT mechanism of a 1:1 7AI:H2O complex in
water was suggested after experimental observations of the break-
down of the RGM [10]. Because asynchronicity and tunneling result
in the breakdown of the RGM in the concerted double proton
transfer, excited state reaction dynamics calculations would be
required to understand these experimental results correctly in
terms of the reaction mechanism. For this, both a multidimen-
sional potential energy surface in the excited state and a dynamics
theory that can handle multidimensional tunneling in large molec-
ular systems is needed. In this study, multidimensional potential
energy surfaces were generated using the interpolated variational
transition state theory by mapping (IVTST-M) method [41] at the
MRPT2//CASSCF(10,0)/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. We calculated
vibrationally adiabatic energy surfaces in the S1 electronic state
of the ESDPT in isotopically substituted 7AI:H2O complexes. These
adiabatic energy surfaces were used to calculate rates and KIEs
using variational transition state theory including multidimen-
sional tunneling approximations. The computed KIEs were used to
test the RGM and compared with experimental results. The break-
down of this rule will be discussed in terms of the reaction dynamics
and the mechanism of the ESDPT.

2. Computational methods
Geometries of the reactant complex, product complex, and the
transition state (TS) in the excited electronic state were optimized
at the CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level using the GAUSSIAN03 quan-
tum mechanical package [42]. Zero-point energies (ZPEs) were
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Reaction energies and barrier heights for the intrinsic ESDPT at
various levels of theory were listed in Table 1. The energy of the non-
cyclically hydrogen-bonded 7AI:H2O complex in water was about
1.92 kcal/mol higher than the cyclically hydrogen-bonded one. This

Table 1
Reaction energies and barrier heights for the double proton transfer in the excited
statea.

Computational method �V (kcal/mol) �E (kcal/mol)

CASSCF(10,9)/DZP(d,p)b 18.20 (14.7) −31.80 (−31.2)
CASSCF(10,9)/6-
31G(d,p)

18.08 (14.39) −28.56 (−27.92)

IEFPCM/CASSCF(10,9)/6-
31G(d,p)

16.64 [16.01]c −26.27

MCQDPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/DZPd 9.80 (6.3) −18.00 (−17.4)
MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/6-
31G(d,p)

9.72 (6.03)d −18.95 (−18.31)d

MRPT2/6-
311G(d,p)//CASSCF(10,9)/6-

9.10 (5.41)d
02 M.P.T. Duong et al. / Journal of Photochemistry

alculated at the same level. Single point energy calculations were
lso carried out using the second order multireference perturbation
heory (MRPT2) [43–45] for the stationary points. We performed
olarizable continuum model calculations using the integral equa-
ion formalism (IEFPCM) [46–48] for cyclic and non-cyclic reactant
omplexes and TS to elucidate the mechanism of ESDPT in water.
AUSSIAN09 program [49] was used for the solvent effect calcula-

ions.
Reaction coordinates were obtained by calculating the mini-

um energy path (MEP) from TS to reactant and product. The MEP
as initially obtained in the mass-scaled coordinate by 1 amu at the
ASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level. The interpolated variational transi-
ion state theory by mapping [41] (IVTST-M) algorithm was used
o construct the potential and vibrationally adiabatic energy curves
n the S1 electronic state with 31 Hessian and 310 gradient points,

hich was denoted as IVTST-M-31/310. This potential energy curve
as corrected by 31 interpolated single point energies (ISPE) [50]

long the MEP with MRPT2 such that the interpolation could gen-
rate the needed points of high-level potential energy surfaces
or the rate calculations. These non-stationary Hessian and high-
evel energy points were chosen every 0.1 bohr between −2.3 and
.8 bohr along the MEP. Therefore the final potential energy curves
long the MEP in this study were obtained at the dual-level, interpo-
ated MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p). The vibrationally adiabatic
nergy in the S1 electronic state was calculated as the sum of the
PE and the potential energy, which were called “adiabatic energy”
n this study. All MRPT2 calculations were performed using the
AMESS program [51]. Zero-point energies are very important to
btain accurate adiabatic energy curves. It was practically impos-
ible to calculate vibration frequencies in the excited state using
he MRPT2 method to consider the dynamic electronic correlation.
ince the CASSCF method overestimates the N–H, O–H, and other
requencies, all Hessian used in this study were scaled to reduce
ASSCF frequencies by a factor of 0.9.

Reaction rates were calculated using variational transition state
heory [52–55], which included a multidimensional semiclassi-
al tunneling approximation. The Born–Oppenheimer potential on
he MEP was called VMEP(s), where s is the reaction coordinate
arameter and the canonical variational transition state theory rate
onstant is given by:

kCVT(T) = min
s

kGT(T, s)

= �
kBT

h

Q GT(T, sCVT∗ )
˚R

exp[−ˇVMEP(sCVT
∗ )].

(1)

The superscript GT denotes the generalized transition state the-
ry; ˇ is 1/kBT; kB is the Boltzmann constant; h is Planck’s constant;
CVT∗ is the value of s at which kGT is minimum, or the location of
he canonical variational transition state (CVT); � is the symmetry
actor; and QGT and ˚R are partition functions for the generalized
ransition state (GTS) and reactants, respectively.

To include the tunneling effect, the calculated rate constant
CVT(T) is multiplied by a transmission coefficient, �SCT

CVT/SCT(T) = kSCT(T)kCVT(T). (2)

The transmission coefficient is defined as the ratio of the ther-
ally averaged quantal ground-state transmission probability,

(E), to the thermally averaged classical transmission probability
or the effective potential along the reaction coordinate. When the
eaction path curvature was small, tunneling was assumed to occur
n a path defined by the classical turning points on the concave

ide of the MEP. This is an example of corner-cutting tunneling
52–54]. The centrifugal-dominant small-curvature semiclassical
diabatic ground state (CD-SCSAG) tunneling approximation was
sed to calculate P(E). The CD-SCSAG method is referred to as
small-curvature tunneling” (SCT). All rate calculations were car-
Fig. 1. Selected bond lengths in Å for the reactant, transition state, and product in
the S1 electronic state calculated at the CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level in the gas
phase and in solution (numbers in parenthesis).

ried out by direct dynamics [56,57] with the IVTST-M [41] algorithm
and interpolated single point energies (ISPE) along the MEP using
the GAUSSRATE [58] program, which is an interface of GAUSSIAN
[42] and the POLYRATE [59] dynamics program.

3. Results

The geometric parameters for the reactant, product, and
the transition state (TS) in the excited state calculated at the
CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level in the gas phase and aqueous solu-
tion are illustrated in Fig. 1. The non-cyclic 7AI:H2O complex was
not able to be obtained in the gas phase, because its energy is higher
than the cyclic complex, so all calculations for geometry optimiza-
tion resulted in the cyclic complex.

In the gas phase, the 16O–18H and 1N–10H distances at the con-
ventional TS (saddle point) were 0.134 and 0.259 Å longer than
those at the reactant, respectively. The 10H moved more than
halfway from 1N toward 16O atoms but the 18H atom moved very
little. Such asynchronous double proton transfer generated a H3O+-
like moiety in part of the TS. The asynchronicity of the ESDPT
became more significant in aqueous solution. The 16O–18H and
1N–10H bond distances in water were increased by 0.05 and 0.34 Å,
respectively, as compared with those at the reactant, respectively.
The formation of the H3O+-like moiety in part of the TS became
more apparent in solution. This structure is very close to the possi-
ble intermediate of single proton transfer from 1N to 16O, which is
an ion-pair with a H3O+-like moiety in it. However, no such inter-
mediate was found. All computations for the intermediate went to
either reactant or product.
31G(d,p)

a The numbers in parentheses include zero-point energies.
b Ref. [18].
c Including non-electrostatic interactions.
d Zero-point energies at the CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level were used.
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Fig. 3. (A) Relative zero-point energies in terms of corresponding reactant values
and (B) vibrationally adiabatic energies in the S1 electronic state along the reaction
coordinates of the ESDPT for isotopically substituted 7AI:H2O complexes calculated
ig. 2. (A) Potential energy curve and (B) selected bond distances in Å in the S1

lectronic state along the reaction coordinates of ESDPT in 1:1 7AI:H2O complex
alculated at the MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level. The vertical line represents
he position of the conventional transition state.

esult supports the suggestion that an excited state equilibrium
etween the 1:1 cyclic hydrogen-bonded complex and randomly
ydrated complexes is established in water [20,23,25,26]. The
RPT2 barrier height of the ESDPT using the structures optimized

t the CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level was 9.72 kcal/mol without
PE corrections, which agreed very well with the corresponding
CQDPT2 values [18]. The use of the 6-311G(d,p) basis sets reduced

his barrier slightly to 9.10 kcal/mol. The solvent effect reduced
he CASSCF barrier again by about 2.07 and 1.44 kcal/mol with and
ithout non-electrostatic interactions, respectively. Therefore the

est estimate for the barrier height of the ESDPT in water would be
bout 7 kcal/mol without ZPE corrections in this study.

The potential energy surface of the ESDPT in isotopi-
ally substituted 7AI–water complexes was calculated at the
ASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level followed by MRPT2 correction for
ynamic correlation, which is depicted in Fig. 2A. No well for the

ntermediate was present on the potential energy curve of the
SDPT in the gas phase, and no intermediate was found in the
queous phase calculations, as described earlier. The changes in
–H and N–H bond distances along the reaction coordinate were

hown in Fig. 2B. As the reaction proceeded from the reactant to
roduct, the 10H atom moved rapidly at about s = −0.7 bohr from
N in the 5-membered ring to 16O, followed by the 18H atom mov-
ng rather slowly from 16O to 7N in the 6-membered ring. As a
esult, the r(1N–10H) and r(10O–10H) values crossed near the con-
entional TS, whereas the r(16O–18H) and r(7N–18H) values crossed
t about s = 0.5 bohr. These results indicate that two protons were
ransferred very asynchronously, albeit concertedly.

The relative ZPEs (in terms of those at reactant) and vibrationally
diabatic energy curves along the MEP of the ESDPT in the isotopi-
ally substituted 7AI:H2O complexes are depicted in Fig. 3. The zero
f these adiabatic energy curves was the ZPE-corrected energies of

eactant complexes. In this study, the first hydrogen or deuterium
epresents 10H or 10D, respectively, and the second hydrogen or
euterium represents 18H or 18D, respectively. The secondary pro-
on (17H) in H2O was not substituted in order for the RGM not
o be contaminated by the �-secondary KIE. The potential energy
at the MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)/6-31G(d,p) level. The vertical line represents the posi-
tion of the conventional transition state, and the s* values represent the maximum
in the adiabatic energy curves.

was decreased as the reaction proceeded from conventional TS
to either product or reactant, whereas the ZPE increased rapidly.
The increase in ZPE is attributed to the change in the vibrational
modes involved in the protons in transfer, i.e., the stretching and
bending modes of N· · ·H· · ·O. As the elongated N–H or O–H bonds
at the TS become equilibrium bonds at reactant or product again,
the stretching and bending frequencies become larger and smaller,
respectively. Since the magnitude of stretching frequency is much
larger than the bending frequencies, the ZPE usually increases as
the reaction goes to reactant or product from TS. The decrease in
the potential energy and the increase in the ZPE along the MEP
are not necessarily the same, particularly when the ZPE increases
faster than the potential energy decreases, therefore, the maximum
in the adiabatic energy curve does not match with the maximum
of the potential energy curve. This phenomena has been reported
and discussed previously in the hydride transfer reaction of NAD+

analogues in solution [60]. In addition, the asynchronicity of the
double proton transfer resulted in the maximum of the adiabatic
energy curve depending on the isotopic substitution.

It is interesting to note that, as shown in Fig. 3A, the minimum
in the relative ZPEs is not at the conventional TS, but depends
very much on the isotopic substitutions due to the asynchronic-
ity of the ESDPT. Fig. 3B shows that the adiabatic energy curves
for HH and HD, and DH and DD nearly overlapped with each other
at s < −0.3 bohr and s < −0.4 bohr, respectively. These overlapped
adiabatic energy curves were attributed to the nearly identical
zero-point energies, which indicated that the isotopic substitution
for the 18H atom did not make a big change in the ZPEs when the
reaction proceeded from reactant to s = −0.3 bohr and s = −0.4 bohr
in the HH and HD, and DH and DD reactions, respectively, as

depicted in Fig. 3A. This phenomena correlated with the 16O–18H
distance along the reaction coordinate as shown in Fig. 2B, which
changed very little at s < −0.3 bohr. Likewise, the adiabatic energy
curves for the HH and DH reactions overlapped with each other at
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths in Å for the reactant (normal form), product (tautomer), conventional TS, and the variational TS at 0 K in the S1 electronic state.

R TSa P 10H18H 10H18D 10D18H 10D18D
(−0.79)b (−0.79) (−0.24) (−0.14)

1N–10H 0.999 1.258 2.190 1.033 1.034 1.187 1.216
16O–10H 2.136 1.220 0.949 1.564 1.560 1.297 1.266
7N–18H 2.126 1.444 0.996 1.590 1.570 1.497 1.467
16O–18H 0.952 1.086 2.196 0.987 0.993 1.042 1.066

2.826 2.822 2.800 2.799

he variational TS at 0 K, along the mass-scaled reaction coordinate by 1 amu.
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Table 3
Rate constants (s−1) and tunneling coefficients calculated by conventional and vari-
ational transition state theory with and without the SCT approximation for HH, HD,
DH, and DD reactions.

T (K) kTST kCVT kCVT/SCT �SCT

10H18H
250 1.45 × 106 1.89 × 105 5.63 × 105 2.99
298 9.98 × 106 1.91 × 106 4.14 × 106 2.20
300 1.07 × 107 2.07 × 106 4.44 × 106 2.17
311 1.51 × 107 3.14 × 106 6.41 × 106 2.07
350 4.29 × 107 1.10 × 107 1.95 × 107 1.79

10H18D
250 4.65 × 105 1.77 × 105 4.08 × 105 2.30
298 3.71 × 106 1.86 × 106 3.27 × 106 1.83
300 3.98 × 106 2.01 × 106 3.49 × 106 1.81
311 5.79 × 106 3.06 × 106 4.99 × 106 1.74
350 1.79 × 107 1.07 × 107 1.57 × 107 1.56

10D18H
250 1.93 × 105 1.16 × 105 2.10 × 105 1.80
298 1.78 × 106 1.15 × 106 1.74 × 106 1.51
300 1.92 × 106 1.25 × 106 1.87 × 106 1.50
311 2.87 × 106 1.89 × 106 2.74 × 106 1.46
350 9.61 × 106 6.57 × 106 8.80 × 106 1.34

10D18D
250 8.06 × 104 7.51 × 104 1.22 × 105 1.63
298 8.37 × 105 7.85 × 105 1.10 × 106 1.41

nificant change in the KIE, where the KIEs calculated with CVT
rate constants became very different from those using TST rate
constants. The calculated KIEs at 298 K are listed in Table 4. The
conventional TST and CVT without tunneling correction predicted

Table 4
Kinetic isotope effects at 298 K calculated by conventional and variational transi-
tion state theory with and without the SCT approximation for HH, HD, DH, and DD
reactions.

TST CVT CVT/SCT SCT
8C–16O 3.340 2.797 3.443

a The conventional TS.
b The position (in bohr) of the maximum in the adiabatic energy curve, which is t

> 0.4 bohr, and so were the adiabatic energy curves for the HD and
D reactions. This was attributed to the change in the 1N–10H dis-

ance along the reaction coordinate as shown in Fig. 2B, which was
early completed where s > 0.4 bohr. Therefore, no big change in
PEs was present due to the isotopic substitution for the 10H atom
s depicted in Fig. 3A. The overlapping adiabatic energy curves that
ppeared in the reaction coordinate of the ESDPT resulted from the
0H or 18H protons that act as a spectator depending on the location
f the reaction coordinate. These results imply that in asynchronous
ouble proton transfer the adiabatic energy curves are indepen-
ent of the mass ratio of substituted isotopes, which result in the
reakdown of the rule of the geometric mean.

The ZPE-corrected barrier heights calculated using the conven-
ional TS of the 10H18H, 10H18D, 10D18H, and 10D18D-substituted
omplexes were 6.03, 6.62, 6.91, and 7.55 kcal/mol, respectively.
he maximum of the vibrationally adiabatic energy curve in the S1
tate was the variational TS of the ESDPT at 0 K, which was denoted
s “VTS0” in this study. It is interesting to note that no adiabatic
nergy curve has its maximum at s = 0 bohr, which means that its
aximum does not appear at the conventional TS. The VTS0s for the
H, HD, DH, and DD transfer appeared at very different positions

n the reaction coordinates, which were at s = −0.79, −0.79, −0.23,
nd −0.14 bohr, respectively. This phenomenon resulted from ZPE
hanges along the reaction coordinates of the asynchronous reac-
ions depending on the isotopic substitution, which were termed
variational ZPE effect” in this study. The structures, energies, and
requencies at the variational TS are important to the rate calcula-
ions. Some geometric parameters at the VTS0 for HH, HD, DH, and
D transfer are listed in Table 2. The position of the variational TS
as nearly independent of temperature. The geometric parameters

f the VTS0 for the HH and HD reactions were nearly the same, and
hose for the DD reaction were very close to the conventional TS. For
H and HD reactions, the 1N–10H and 16O–18H bond distances at

he VTS0 (s = −0.79) were very different from those of the conven-
ional TS, but close to the reactant. For the DD reaction, these bond
istances at the VTS0 (s = −0.14 bohr) were 0.213 and 0.112 Å larger
han the corresponding reactant values, but only 0.046 and 0.022 Å
maller than those at the conventional TS, respectively. The VTS0
tructures for HH and HD transfer were very similar to the reactant
xcept that they had shorter hydrogen bonds. However the struc-
ure of the VTS0 for DD transfer was closer to the conventional TS.
t is interesting to note that the VTS0 for both HH and HD reactions

as located where the 1N–10H and 16O–18H bonds were about to
hange, or where the hydrogenic motion was about to start in the
eaction coordinate. The reactive processes before the VTS0 for the
H and HD reactions were mostly heavy atom motions that brought

he 7AI and H2O molecules closer. The hydrogenic motion involving
he 10H atom became more important at the conventional TS.

The rate constants and tunneling coefficients calculated by

ariational transition state theory including multidimensional tun-
eling approximation are listed in Table 3 for the HH, HD, DH, and
D transfers. The kCVT values for the HH transfer were about 4–8

imes smaller than the kTST values, which were calculated by con-
entional transition state theory (TST), due to the large variational
300 9.07 × 105 8.51 × 105 1.19 × 106 1.40
311 1.38 × 106 1.30 × 106 1.77 × 106 1.37
350 4.95 × 106 4.66 × 106 5.95 × 106 1.28

effect depending on the temperature. The differences between CVT
and TST rate constants in the DD transfers were not large because
the variational TS was not very different from the conventional
TS, as shown in Fig. 3B. The variational effect of rate constants in
HD transfer was larger than in DH transfer, which was consistent
with the relative positions of the variational TS in these reactions as
shown in Fig. 3B. The SCT tunneling coefficients of the HD reactions
were larger than those of the DH reactions. However, in general,
the tunneling coefficients were fairly small as a consequence of the
flat adiabatic energy curves of the ESDPT.

The variational effect depending on isotopes resulted in a sig-
10H18H/10H18D 2.69 1.03 1.27 1.20
10H18H/10D18H 5.59 1.66 2.39 1.46
10H18D/10D18D 4.43 2.36 2.97 1.30
10D18H/10D18D 2.13 1.47 1.58 1.07
10H18H/10D18D 11.9 2.43 3.76 1.56
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he HH/DD KIEs of 11.9 and 2.43, respectively. The tunneling con-
ribution to the HH/DD KIE, which is the ratio of transmission
oefficients, was 1.6. Compared with experimental HH/DD KIEs
easured in aqueous solution, which were 3.4 [20] at 297 K and

.7 [10] at 293 K, the KIEs from the TST were too big, whereas those
rom the CVT were too small. However, the HH/DD KIE obtained
rom CVT including the SCT approximation was 3.76, which agreed
emarkably well with the experiments in water. No special approxi-
ations were made to reproduce the experimental KIEs in aqueous

olution in this study.

. Discussion

The tautomerization of 7AI in condensed phase was observed
xperimentally [10,20,21]. Chapman and Maroncelli [20] reported
hat the rate constants varied from 109 s−1 in room temperature
or the tautomerization of 7AI in water. The breakdown of the RGM
as observed in water suggesting the stepwise ESDPT mechanism

10], and the observed HH/DD KIEs were in the range of 3.4–3.9
t room temperature [10,20,25]. To apply transition state theory
n excited state reactions, the excited species should be thermally
quilibrated with environment during the reactive processes. In
olution, this equilibrium is reached by solvent relaxation. If the
olvent relaxation is slower than the reactive process so that the
quilibrium condition cannot be maintained, transition state the-
ry may not be applied. Jimenez et al. [61] measured ultrafast
olvation dynamics of water, which is faster than 50 fs, using a
oumarin probe. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the
SDPT rate was measured, and linear Arrhenius plots of ln kPT vs. 1/T
ere observed both in water and in methyl alcohol [20,24]. These

esults mean that the solvent relaxation in water is much faster
han the excited state tautomerization reaction, and confirm that
ransition state theory can be used to study the ESDPT in water. In
ddition, the vibrational modes orthogonal to the reaction coordi-
ate are less sensitive to the solvent effect, and so are the KIEs. The
nvironmental effects are cancelled out to some extent when we
ake ratio of the rate constants for the KIE. Therefore appropriate
rediction of KIE based on the gas phase reaction dynamics calcu-

ations could provide a reasonable insight for the condensed phase
eaction dynamics unless the overall mechanism is changed greatly
ue to the solvent effect. This and previous studies [34] showed that
he overall mechanism of ESDPT in water would be the same as that
n the gas phase.

Comparing to experimental results in water, the rate constants
n this study were about a few hundred times smaller. The IEF-
CM model calculations and the use of slightly larger basis sets
n this study reduced the conventional barrier height by about
.7 kcal/mol, which would increase rate constants by a factor of
6 at 298 K. If we recalculate the CVT/SCT rate constants using this
actor, although it is a very crude approximation, our rate constants
re in the order of 108, which agree well with experimental values
10,20]. Although the calculated KIEs were based on the gas phase
eaction coordinates, it would be impossible to obtain good agree-
ent if the reaction mechanisms were significantly different with

ach other. Both variational and tunneling effects would be essen-
ial to reproduce the experimental values. If one of them is missing
r incorrectly considered, experimental KIEs are hardly reproduced
ithin reasonable amount of error.

7AI has two protons, 10H and 18H, that can be substituted by
euterium. In general, the RGM in the KIEs should be satisfied in

he concerted double proton transfer reactions. Table 4 shows that
he KIEs for mono-substituted complexes depended very much on
he substituted position. The KIE values calculated by the conven-
ional TST were always larger than those using CVT, which was
ttributed to the variational ZPE effect that reduced the energy dif-
hotobiology A: Chemistry 214 (2010) 100–107 105

ference of variational TS between isotopically substituted reactions.
For example, the HH/HD KIE using the CVT was only 1.03, which
was due to the very small energy difference between variational
TSs for the HH and HD reactions as shown in Fig. 3B. However, this
difference between saddle points was much larger, which resulted
in larger HH/HD KIE using the TST values compared to those using
CVT. The difference of adiabatic energy barriers between HH, HD,
DH, and DD reactions were reduced significantly due to the varia-
tional ZPE effect. The adiabatic energy barriers for HH, HD, DH, and
DD reactions were 7.56, 7.64, 7.63, and 7.83 kcal/mol, respectively,
and the largest difference was only 0.27 kcal/mol between the HH
and DD reactions. Without considering the variational ZPE effect,
this difference would be 1.52 kcal/mol, which was obtained using
the conventional TS. Because the adiabatic energy barrier of the
HH transfer was increased more than that of the DD transfer due to
the variational ZPE effect, the difference between CVT and TST rate
constants were very large for the HH transfer, but small for the DD
transfer.

The substitution for 10H generated larger KIEs than 18H, which
was attributed to the hydrogenic motions of these protons at their
conventional or variational TSs, where 10H always moved earlier
than 18H, which led to larger frequency change with the 10H sub-
stitution. The asynchronicity in the hydrogenic motion of these
two protons breaks the underlying assumption of the RGM that
changes in the force constants of isotopically sensitive bonds at
the transition state that are broken or formed during the concerted
reaction are approximately the same. When this assumption is bro-
ken, the kHH/kHD ≈ kHD/kDD relation is no longer valid, although the
secondary KIE is negligible. Table 4 clearly shows that the HH/HD
KIEs without tunneling were already very different from the HD/DD
KIEs, which indicates the breakdown of the RGM. In addition, the
secondary KIE was not negligible. In the HH/HD and DH/DD KIEs
where 10H was the secondary proton, the secondary KIEs were 1.43
and 0.79, using CVT and TST, respectively. The secondary KIEs with
18H as a secondary proton were the same as these values. These
values are not small as a secondary KIE in general. It is interest-
ing to note that the inverse secondary isotope effects using TST
became normal when using CVT. This significant change originated
from the variational ZPE effect depending on the substituted com-
plexes that were used for the rate calculations. This study clearly
showed that the variational ZPE effect originated from the asyn-
chronicity of the ESDPT breaks the RGM, which has been used for
many years as an experimental criterion for the concerted mecha-
nism. The asynchronicity of the ESDPT became more significant in
aqueous solution, therefore the solvent effect would not alter the
conclusion of this study.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a direct ab initio reaction dynamics study
for the excited state tautomerization of a 1:1 7AI:H2O complex
with isotopic substitutions using variational transition state theory
including multidimensional tunneling approximation. The poten-
tial energy surfaces were generated at the MRPT2//CASSCF(10,9)
level using the IVTST-M algorithm with the interpolated single
point energy correction. The rate constants and KIEs were calcu-
lated to test the RGM, which has been used for many years as a
criterion for the concerted double proton transfer reactions. This
study shows that the ESDPT in 1:1 7AI:H2O complexes occurs
via a concerted albeit asynchronous mechanism. The vibrationally

adiabatic energy surfaces in the S1 electronic state depended on
isotopes, which resulted in a large variational effect even at 0 K.

The asynchronicity of two protons in flight breaks the underly-
ing assumption of the RGM, i.e., the changes in the force constants of
isotopically sensitive bonds at the transition state that are broken or
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ormed during the concerted reaction are approximately the same.
ecause this assumption is broken, the relation, kHH/kHD ≈ kHD/kDD,

s no longer valid in asynchronous double proton transfer, although
he secondary KIE is negligible. This study shows that the RGM
reaks down in the ESDPT in 1:1 7AI:H2O complexes due to the
synchronous processes. Therefore the breakdown of the RGM
hould not be used as absolute evidence for the stepwise mech-
nism.
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